A R G E N T

C O M B A T

Frequently Asked Questions
Q. What is Stage Combat?
A. Stage combat is a broad term that covers acts of conflict, danger and/or violence
performed for entertainment. A slap to the face, a fall down some stairs, an epic fifteenperson battle with swords and axes - all of these are stage combat. It is a specialized
discipline in theatre designed to create the illusion of physical combat without causing
harm to the performers, other actors, or the audience. More than just choreography,
stage combat uses violence to tell a story, just as dance choreography, set design, or
costuming can.
Q. What is the SAFD?
A. The SAFD is the Society of American Fight Directors, an organization of dedicated
artists whose purpose is to promote safety and foster excellence in the art of performing,
teaching, and directing staged combat/theatrical violence.
Q. Why should I train with an SAFD Certified Teacher?
A. Certified Teachers (CTs) have gone through a rigorous training and evaluation
process, and have been vetted by the Fight Masters of the SAFD as safe and effective
experts in the SAFD weapon disciplines. The SAFD stands behind these teachers and
publicly endorses their expertise. Additionally, CTs are the only teachers whose students
may take an SAFD Skills Proficiency Test (SPT) or Skills Proficiency Renewal (SPR).
Furthermore, the SAFD is recognized as the most respected organization of theatrical
combat in the country.
Q. What sort of Weapon Disciplines does the SAFD test?
A. The SAFD formally certifies in nine disciplines: Unarmed, Rapier & Dagger,
Broadsword, Single Sword, Smallsword, Broadsword & Shield, Quarterstaff, Knife, and
Firearms.

Q. What is an SPT or Skills Proficiency Test?
A. A Skills Proficiency Test is the culmination of extended training with a SAFD Certified
Teacher. After at least 30 hours of training with a CT in a particular weapon, students
may perform a staged fight before an SAFD Fight Master. If the students’ work meets the
SAFD’s criteria for safety and dramatic effectiveness, the students may be recognized
with either Basic or Recommended Proficiency.
Q. I would like to take a Skills Proficiency Test class, how do I find a teacher?
A. Congratulations! You already have! Please contact Oliver (oliver@argentcombat.com)
or Brittany (brittany@argentcombat.com) for information on what certification courses
Argent Combat is currently offering.
Q. I’m curious about Stage Combat, but I’d like to try out a class first before
committing to a full SPT course. Is this an option?
A. Argent Combat offers seasonal weekend workshops for curious folks who would like
to
get their feet wet before diving in. Contact Oliver or Brittany to learn more!
Another great tool for prospective students is our Student Mailing List: Subscribers get
immediate access to information on the classes and workshops of Argent Combat and its
SAFD Certified colleagues. Links to subscribe are on both our website
(www.argentcombat.com) and Facebook page (www.facebook.com/argentcombat)
Q. I’m a director and/or producer of theatre and/or film. Why should I hire a
fight director for my project?
A. Fight Directors are responsible for keeping your actors safe while they perform
violent
actions. Building choreography gives actors the freedom to explore the violent choices
their
characters can make while they and the audience remain safe.
Q. I’m a martial artist! How does that fit into stage combat?
A. Martial arts are foundational to stage combat. We modify martial actions to tell
stories, presenting violent actions in a way that is safe for the participants and viewers.
Actor Combatants are active SAFD members who have passed Skills Proficiency Tests in
at least three SAFD disciplines: 1) Unarmed, 2) either Single Sword or Rapier & Dagger,
and 3) any other discipline.

Q. How could studying stage combat possibly benefit me, either personally or
as an artist?
A. In so many ways! Here’s a partial list:
1. It teaches safe techniques for performers and enthusiasts.
2. If you are a performance artist or studying to become one, stage combat is another set of
skills to add to the toolbox and another way to explore performance and storytelling. For an
actor, having an SAFD cert on your resume tells directors a very specific thing: You know
how to perform with a weapon. You know how to be safe with it, how to move with it, and
how to convince an audience that you know how to use it. That piece of knowledge saves
directors the thing they like to save best: Time. Casting actors who can already fight means
that the show’s Fight Choreographer can just build the fight, and they don’t have to drill in
all the basics.
3. It gives artists and enthusiasts some of the tools they need to develop confidence
in their autonomy.
4. It promotes communication and informed consent.
5. It gives aspiring writers, LARPers, theatre producers, filmmakers- ALL storytellers- a tool
they can use to develop clear and specific narratives because it teaches about biomechanics
and styles of historical and modern forms of combat.
6. It expands theatre’s influence by engendering new students and audiences who enjoy the
expression of stories and emotions through theatrical violence.
7. It encourages collaborative synergy (one of those phrases a lot of employers use like
“teamwork,” “critical thinking,” and “strong communication skills.” Stage combat is fantastic
for relationship- and team-building in both personal and professional settings.
8. It is a way for non-dancers to express themselves creatively through movement. (We
have seen first swordfights as opposed to first dances at weddings. And they are awesome!)
9. History buffs can have immersive lessons in HEMA (Historic European Martial Arts).
10. It’s a unique way to exercise, for sure! You will be made aware of muscles you
previously didn’t know you had.

Q. Are the swords “real?”
A. Yes, they are real. They pass SAFD safety inspections because the edges and points of
the blades are not live (sharpened). To clarify: You perform a stage fight with a real knife;
you cut your steak with a live knife. We use steel swords specifically made for use in theatre
by professional swordsmiths.
Q. Do I need to buy my own sword for class?
A. We provide all the blades necessary for class, no one needs to run out and get one.
If a student is serious enough about pursuing stage combat, they are welcome to invest in
their own swords. There are a lot of pieces out there intended for decoration — we usually
call them “wallhangers” — that are staggeringly dangerous to fight with. At larger SAFD
workshops, there are often vendors and we are happy to refer you to some great
swordsmiths if you you are planning to get a sword of your own. BYOS is possible,
provided it passes SAFD safety examinations.
Q. What do I wear/bring to a stage combat class?
A. Classes are movement-oriented, so comfortable workout gear is the best.
Sweats and sneakers: Good. Evening gowns and tuxedos: Bad.
Some prospective students have asked if they need masks, helmets, and even plate.
None of these things are necessary: If you’d wear it to the gym, you’d wear it to a stage
combat class.
Form-fitting is also better than loose, as swinging swords catch fabric. Few things
destroy a good death scene more than a tent pitching out of a performer’s back. Also,
because they catch, baggy clothes are a safety issue.
Longer sleeves and pants are also recommended. Shoes with good traction, like running
sneakers, are best. Please, no boots, sandals, heels, or tennis/skateboarding shoes.
One thing you will want to buy before any armed class: Gloves! Gauntlets are great.
Leather gloves are great. Even batting and gardening gloves are great. You’ll need gloves
that are a good fit, not too thick, and can keep a good grip.
Water! These are movement-oriented classes, so keep hydrated!
Q. How old does a student need to be to take classes? Is there an age limit?
A. Students must be at least 16 years old, and minors will of course need a consent form
signed by their parents or guardians.
There’s no real upper limit on age: The only caveat is that it is a movement class, so you
should be comfortable exerting yourself for a couple of hours. We recommend that all
students get the “okay” from their physicians before taking any movement-oriented class:
ours or others’.

